Plasmonic antennas for directional sorting of fluorescence emission.
Spontaneous emission of fluorescent molecules or quantum dots is radiated along all directions when emitters are diluted in a liquid solution, which severely limits the amount of collected light. Besides, the emission direction does not carry any useful information and cannot be used to sort different molecules. To go beyond these limits, optical antennas have been recently introduced as conceptual tools to control the radiation properties for nanoemitters fixed on a substrate. Despite intense recent research, controlling the luminescence directivity remains a challenge for emitters with random positions and orientations, which is a key for several biomolecular screening applications. Here, we present full directional control of the fluorescence emission from molecules in water solution by an optical antenna made of a nanoaperture surrounded by a periodic set of shallow grooves in a gold film. For each emission wavelength, the fluorescence beam can be directed along a specific direction with a given angular width, hereby realizing a micrometer-size dispersive antenna. We demonstrate the fluorescence beaming results from an interference phenomenon and provide physical optics guidelines to control the fluorescence directivity by tuning the groove-nanoaperture distance. This photon-sorting capability provides a new approach for high-sensitivity screening of molecular species in solution.